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EXPLICIT RICCI SOLITONS ON NILPOTENT LIE GROUPS
MICHAEL BRADFORD WILLIAMS
Abstract. We consider Ricci flow on two classes of nilpotent Lie groups that
generalize the three-dimensional Heisenberg group: the higher-dimensional clas-
sical Heisenberg groups, and the groups of real unitriangular matrices. Each
group is known to admit a Ricci soliton, but we construct them explicitly on
each group. In the first case, this is done using Lott’s blowdown method,
whereby we demonstrate convergence of arbitrary diagonal metrics to the soli-
tons. In the second case, which is more complicated, we obtain the solitons
using a suitable ansatz.
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1. Introduction
The three-dimensional Heisenberg group, also known as Nil3, is one of Thurston’s
model geometries. It is important in understanding the structure of manifolds and
Ricci solitons in dimension three, and in understanding Ricci flow as a dynamical
system for three-dimensional metric Lie algebras [6]. As such, it has been studied
extensively: for example, by Isenberg and Jackson [7], Knopf and McLeod [8], Lott
[11], Baird and Danielo [1], and Glickenstein [5]. While the behavior of Ricci flow on
this Lie group is well-understood, the understanding of solitons on general nilpotent
Lie groups (e.g., in higher dimensions) is nascent.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 53C44, 22E25.
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The group Nil3 is an example of a nilmanifold, which is a nilpotent Lie group N
together with a left-invariant metric g. We say g is a nilsoliton if g(t) = c(t) η∗t g is
a solution of Ricci flow, for a function c(t) and a one-parameter family of diffeomor-
phisms {ηt} of N . The nilsoliton is expanding if c(t) = t. In [9], Lauret showed that
a metric g on a nilmanifold is a nilsoliton if and only if Ricg = cI +D, where Ricg
is the Ricci endomorphism of g, c ∈ R, and D is derivation of the Lie algebra n.
Not all nilmanifolds admit nilsolitons, but Lauret also showed (among many other
things) that when they exist, they are unique up to isometry and scaling. More
recently, he has shown in [10] that solutions of Ricci flow on nilmanifolds exist for
all time, and are Type-III: ‖Rm(g(t))‖ ≤ C/t for t > 0. The methods used involve
a flow (equivalent to Ricci flow) on the space of nilpotent Lie brackets, where the
algebraic structure is more prominent.
Despite this, there are still very few explicit examples of Ricci solitons on nilpo-
tent Lie groups (to say nothing of Ricci flow solutions in general), and that is
the motivation for this paper. As we will see, Lauret has answered the question,
“Do they exist?” We focus on the questions, “What are they?” and “How do
they behave?” Namely, we demonstrate explicit nilsoliton metrics on two classes of
nilpotent Lie groups that generalize Nil3 to higher dimensions. For one class, we
also show that arbitrary diagonal metrics will converge, modulo rescaling, to such
solitons.
Theorem 1.1. Let HNR be the classical Heisenberg group of dimension N = 2n+1,
with coordinates (xi) and coframe {θi} to be described later. Let g(t) be Ricci flow
solution on HNR, starting at a diagonal left-invariant metric g0.
(a) The solution g(t) has the following asymptotic behavior:
gii ∼ γit1/n+2
gNN ∼ γN t−n/n+2
where i = 1, . . . , 2n, and the γs are constants depending only on g0 and n.
(b) The solution g(t) converges, after pullback by diffeomorphisms, to the solu-
tion g∞(t) corresponding to the metric
g∞ = θ
1 ⊗ θ1 + · · ·+ θ2n ⊗ θ2n + 1
n+ 2
θN ⊗ θN .
This is a nilsoliton with respect to the diffeomorphisms
ηt(x
1, . . . , x2n, xN ) = (t−
1
2
n+1
n+2x1, . . . , t−
1
2
n+1
n+2x2n, t−
n+1
n+2xN ).
Theorem 1.2. Let UTnR be the Lie group of real n × n unitriangular matrices,
with coordinates (xij) and coframe {θij} to be described later. Then the family of
diagonal metrics g(t) = gij,ij(t) θ
ij ⊗ θij, where
gij,ij(t) =
1
nj−i−1
t1−2(j−i)/n,
is a Ricci flow solution on UTnR. The metric g(1) is a nilsoliton with respect to
the diffeomorphisms ηt, where
(ηt(x))
ij = t−(j−i)/nxij .
We make a few explanatory remarks regarding these results. The solitons on
these spaces were shown to exist by Lauret in [9]. The solitons in Theorem 1.1 are
studied by Payne [15] in the context of a related but distinct evolution equation,
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the “projectivized bracket flow,” introduced in that paper. The existence of the
metric g(1) in Theorem 1.2 may also be deduced from results in [16]. The (mostly
analytic) approach taken in the present paper provides the following additional
features, which facilitate the study of these solitons as models of infinite-time (non-
homogeneous) Ricci flow solutions undergoing collapse:
(1) We demonstrate the existence of an explicit stably Ricci-diagonal basis1 for
both families of metrics.
(2) We construct explicit families of diffeomorphisms that exhibit both fami-
lies of solitons — a priori solutions of a static elliptic system — as time-
dependent solutions of the Ricci flow parabolic system.
(3) We deduce the asymptotic behaviors of solutions g(t) in Theorem 1.1,
which do not readily follow from the corresponding results for projectivized
bracket flow.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall Lott’s blowdown
method for finding solitons, and review the three-dimensional example case. Sec-
tion 3 focuses on Heisenberg groups. In it, we examine more closely the structure
of the classical Heisenberg groups, and compute their Ricci tensors. Using these
computations, we write down the Ricci flow equations and describe the asymp-
totic behavior of solutions. Then we find the solitons with the blowdown method.
We conclude with analysis of collapse of compact quotients of Heisenberg groups,
interpreted as Riemannian groupoids.
Section 4 focuses on the (significantly more complicated) spaces of unitriangular
matrices. We review essential properties of these spaces, and compute their Ricci
tensors with the aid of a computer algebra system. Finally, we analyze the Ricci
flow, and construct the Ricci solitons.
The appendix contains the derivation of some helpful formulas for curvature of
Lie groups.
2. The blowdown method
In this section, we recall a method for finding solitons that Lott used extensively
in [11]. We also review the Heisenberg soliton in three dimensions. As mentioned
above, this example appears in several other places, but we include it here for
completeness, to establish notation, and to motivate the procedures (adapted from
the above references) that we will use in the general case.
LetM be a manifold with local coordinates (x1, . . . , xn), local frame {F1, . . . , Fn},
and dual coframe {θ1, . . . , θn}. Suppose that (M, gˆ(t)) is a type III Ricci flow so-
lution such that the metric gˆ(t) stays diagonal, and that its asymptotic behavior is
given by some other metric g(t). We write
g(t) = gi(t) θ
i ⊗ θi,
where2 gˆi(t) ∼ gi(t) for all i = 1, . . . , n. Consider the blowdown of this solution,
gs(t) =
1
s
g(st),
1A stably Ricci-diagonal basis is a basis of the Lie algebra (equivalently, a left-invariant frame)
such that the Ricci tensors of any family of diagonal metrics are all diagonal. Such bases do not
always exist.
2We use the symbol ∼ to mean a(t) ∼ b(t) if and only if lim
t→∞
a(t)
b(t)
= 1.
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which itself is another Ricci flow solution. The behavior of gs(t) as s→∞ tells us
about the behavior of the original solution g(t) whenever t is large.
Note that it does not matter in which order we take a blowdown or find asymp-
totics. Namely,
gˆi(t) ∼ gi(t)⇐⇒ 1
s
gˆi(st) ∼ 1
s
gi(st).
The goal is to find a family of diffeomorphisms {φs : M →M}s>0, such that
φ∗sgs(t) is a Ricci flow solution for each s, and such that
g∞(t) = lim
s→∞
φ∗sgs(t)
exists. By Proposition 2.5 in [11], this limit (whenever it exists) is a soliton metric
on M .
Note that for the above limit to exist, it is necessary that φ∗sgi(st)/s is finite and
positive for each fixed s and t. In explicit calculations, it is extrememly helpful to
choose the family {φs} such that
φ∗sθ
i = αi(s) θi
for all i and for some functions αi(s). This is usually straight-forward when the
solution is diagonal.
Example 2.1. Consider the Lie group
Nil3 =



1 x z0 1 y
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ x, y, z ∈ R

 ⊂ SL3R.
We obtain global coordinates (x, y, z) from the obvious diffeomorphism with R3.
Then the group multiplication is
(x, y, z) · (z′, y′, z′) = (x+ x′, y + y′, z + z′ + xy′).
There is a frame of left-invariant vector fields,
F1 =
∂
∂x
, F2 =
∂
∂y
+ x
∂
∂z
, F3 =
∂
∂z
,
and the only nontrivial Lie bracket relation is
[F1, F2] = F3.
The dual coframe is
θ1 = dx, θ2 = dy, θ3 = dz − xdy.
A family of left-invariant metrics on Nil3 is given by
gˆ(t) = A(t) θ1 ⊗ θ1 +B(t) θ2 ⊗ θ2 + C(t) θ3 ⊗ θ3,
and the Ricci flow is the following system of ordinary differential equations:
d
dt
A =
C
B
,
d
dt
B =
C
A
,
d
dt
C = − C
2
AB
.
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It is well-known that the flow will preserve the diagonality of an initial metric, and
the solution (with asymptotics) is
A(t) = A0K
−1/3(t+K)1/3 ∼ A0K−1/3t1/3,
B(t) = B0K
−1/3(t+K)1/3 ∼ B0K−1/3t1/3,
C(t) = C0K
1/3(t+K)−1/3 ∼ C0K1/3t−1/3,
for the constant
K =
A0B0
3C0
.
This solution exists for all time, but as t→∞, we see that A,B →∞, and C → 0.
This is known as the “pancake” solution, as two directions are becoming more and
more spread out, while the third is collapsing.
Calling the asymptotic solution g(t), we see that the blowdown is
gs(t) = A0K
−1/3s−2/3t1/3 θ1 ⊗ θ1
+B0K
−1/3s−2/3t1/3 θ2 ⊗ θ2
+ C0K
1/3s−4/3t−1/3 θ3 ⊗ θ3.
We now want to find the appropriate diffeomorphisms φs. Suppose that they
are of the form
φs(x, y, z) =
(
α(s)x, β(s)y, γ(s)z
)
.
It is simple, then, to see that the functions
α(s) = (A0K
−1/3)−1/2s1/3
β(s) = (B0K
−1/3)−1/2s1/3
γ(s) = α(s)β(s) = (A0B0K
−2/3)−1/2s2/3
work as desired. Thus,
φ∗sgs(t) = t
1/3
(
θ1 ⊗ θ1 + θ2 ⊗ θ2
)
+
1
3
t−1/3 θ3 ⊗ θ3 = g∞(t),
and there is no need to take a limit. A quick check shows that this is still a solution
to Ricci flow, and that it satisfies
g∞(t) = tη
∗
t g∞(1)
for the diffeomorphisms
ηt(x, y, z) = (t
−1/3x, t−1/3y, t−2/3z).
The metric g∞(1) is the unique nilsoliton in dimension three, as seen in [11], [1],
and [5].
Remark. Regarding the uniqueness of these diffeomorphisms in general, it is ex-
pected that if we have two families of diffeomorphisms, {φs} and {ψ}s, that satisfy
the above properties, then
lim
s→∞
ψ−1s ◦ φs
exists and is a diffeomorphism, even though φs and ψs may not converge to diffeo-
morphisms individually.
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3. Nilsolitons on Heisenberg groups
3.1. The classical Heisenberg groups. We now recall the construction and
properties of the higher-dimensional, classical Heisenberg groups. In terms of the
framework outlined in [2], these are simply connected Lie groups corresponding to
generalized Heisenberg algebras of the form n = v ⊕ z, where z is one-dimensional.
However, we will need a more explicit description. Let n be a positive integer, and
set N = 2n+ 1. The useful representation for us is
HNR =



 1 −→a T c−→0 In −→b
0
−→
0 T 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ −→a ,
−→
b ∈ Rn, c ∈ R

 ⊂ SLn+2R,
where In is the n × n identity matrix and −→0 ∈ Rn is the zero vector. Group
multiplication is again matrix multiplication:
 1 −→a1T c1−→0 In −→b1
0
−→
0 T 1



 1 −→a2T c2−→0 In −→b2
0
−→
0 T 1

 =

 1
−→a1T +−→a2T c1 + c2 +−→a1 · −→b2−→
0 In
−→
b1 +
−→
b2
0
−→
0 T 1

 ,
or more briefly,
(−→a1,−→b1 , c1)(−→a2,−→b2 , c2) = (−→a1 +−→a2,−→b1 +−→b2 , c1 + c2 +−→a1 · −→b2),
where · refers to the standard Euclidean inner product. Clearly, this is a Lie group
of dimension N . It is easy to see that the Lie algebra of HNR is
hNR =



 0
−→
XT Z−→
0 0n
−→
Y
0
−→
0 T 0


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−→
X,
−→
Y ∈ Rn, Z ∈ R

,
where 0n is the n× n zero matrix.
If {ei} is the standard basis for Rn, then we can describe a convenient basis for
hNR. Define
Ei =

 0 eTi 0−→0 0n −→0
0
−→
0 T 0

 , Ei+n =

 0
−→
0 T 0−→
0 0n ei
0
−→
0 T 0

 , EN =

 0
−→
0 T 1−→
0 0n
−→
0
0
−→
0 T 0

 ,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so that the basis is ordered as follows:
E1, . . . , En︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ei
, E1+n, . . . , E2n︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ei+n
, EN .
In what follows, lower case Roman indices will always range over 1, . . . , n (or some-
times 1, . . . , 2n) and Capital Roman indices (with the exception of N , which is
fixed) will range over 1, . . . , N .
The Lie bracket on hNR is the usual matrix commutator, so the bracket relations
are
[Ei, Ej ] = [Ei, EN ] = [Ei+n, Ej+n] = [Ei+n, EN ] = 0, [Ei, Ej+n] = δijEN .
Thus, the only non-vanishing stucture constants are of the form
(1) cNi,i+n = 1.
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We have a diffeomorphism HNR ∼= RN , which gives us coordinates:
(2)


1 x1 · · · xn xN
0 1 · · · 0 x1+n
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0
. . . 1 x2n
0 0 · · · 0 1

 7−→ (x
1, . . . , xn, x1+n, . . . , x2n, xN ).
With respect to these coordinates, we can find a left-invariant frame with the same
bracket relations as those above, and then find its coframe.
Lemma 3.1. With respect to the coordinates from (2), HNR has the following
left-invariant frame {FI} and dual coframe {θI}:
Fi = ∂i, θ
i = dxi,
Fi+n = ∂i+n + x
i∂N , θ
i+n = dxi+n
FN = ∂N , θ
N = dxN −
n∑
k=1
xkdxk+n.
The frame {FI} satisfies the same bracket relations as the basis {EI}.
3.2. Computing the Ricci tensor. We wish to analyze solutions to the Ricci
flow
d
dt
g = −2Rc,
starting at some initial metric g0. By Lemma 3.1, any one-parameter family of
left-invariant metrics, and therefore any Ricci flow solution, g(t) on HNR can be
written as
g(t) = gIJ(t) θ
I ⊗ θJ .
Analysis of these solutions requires a detailed understanding of the Ricci tensor.
For this we will use formula (21) from Appendix A, which utilizes the Lie algebra
structure. We break that equation apart as follows:
4RIJ =
[
2cPKIc
Q
JM + c
P
KJc
Q
IM − cPKMcQIJ
]
gKMgPQ︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈1〉
+
[
cPJMc
Q
PIgQK − cPJMcQPKgQI + cPKIcQPMgQJ − cPKIcQPJgQM
]
gKM︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈2〉
+
[
(aPKJ + a
P
JK)(a
Q
IM + a
Q
MI)− (aPKM + aPMK)(aQIJ + aQJI)
]
gKMgPQ︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈3〉
.
The computations are relatively straight-forward, though lengthy, and so we omit
them. We simply remark that for each of the three pieces of RIJ = RIJ〈1〉 +
RIJ〈2〉+ RIJ〈3〉, one must consider six cases depending on index combinations:
Rij , Ri,j+n, RiN , Ri+n,j+n, Ri+n,N , RNN .
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We can see this structure in the following N ×N matrix:
RIJ =


Rij Ri,j+n RiN
Ri,j+n Ri+n,j+n Ri+n,N
RiN Ri+n,N RNN


.
If we set
Σ =
n∑
k,m=1
gkmgk+n,m+n −
n∑
k=1
2n∑
m=n+1
gkmgk+n,m−n,
then the components of the Ricci tensor are
Rij = −1
2
gi+n,j+ngNN +
1
2
giNgjNΣ,
Ri,j+n =
1
2
gi+n,jgNN +
1
2
giNgj+n,NΣ,
RiN =
1
2
giNgNNΣ,
Ri+n,j+n = −1
2
gijgNN +
1
2
gi+n,j+ngβNΣ,
Ri+n,N =
1
2
gi+n,NgNNΣ,
RNN =
1
2
g2NNΣ.
3.3. The Ricci flow. Due to the complexity of the inverse of g, solving the Ricci
flow system for arbitary initial data is intractable. Instead, we assume that we have
diagonal initial data, and show that the flow preserves diagonality. So, if we assume
that gIJ = g
IJ = 0 for all I 6= J , then we claim that RIJ = 0 as well. From now
on, we only use single subscripts for the metric components: g1, . . . , gN .
We first note that when g is diagonal, we have
(3) Σ =
n∑
k=1
gkkgk+n,k+n =
n∑
k=1
1
gkgk+n
.
Then we have
Rij =
{
− 12gi+ngN if i = j
0 if i 6= j ,
Ri,j+n = 0,
RiN = 0,
Ri+n,j+n =
{
− 12gigN if i = j
0 if i 6= j ,
Ri+n,N = 0,
RNN =
1
2
g2NΣ.
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This means that the natural basis for hNR (or the frame for HNR from Lemma 3.1)
is stably Ricci-diagonal. In other words, the Ricci tensor stays diagonal under the
flow, and we have some hope to understand the behavior of the Ricci flow system:
d
dt
gi =
gN
gi+n
(4)
d
dt
gi+n =
gN
gi
(5)
d
dt
gN = −g2N
n∑
k=1
1
gkgk+n
= −g2NΣ(6)
for i = 1, . . . , n and N = 2n+ 1.
Remark. It is possible to find an explicit Ricci flow solution in some cases. For
example, make following ansatz. Let X(t) = t + K, where K is some constant
depending on the initial data. This means X(0) = K and X ′(t) = 1. Then we look
for solutions of the form
gi(t) = γiX
1/n+2, gα(t) = γαX
1/n+2, gN (t) = γNX
−n/n+2.
However, when solving for K, constraints on the initial data appear. In particular,
a solution of this form requires initial data to come from an (n + 1)-paramater
family of diagonal metrics.
Here we again note that there is indeed a Ricci soliton on HNR. This follows
from a theorem of Lauret.
Theorem 3.2 ([9]). A homogeneous nilmanifold (N, g) with corresponding metric
Lie algebra (n, 〈·, ·〉n) is a Ricci soliton if and only if (n, 〈·, ·〉n) admits a metric solv-
able extension (s = a⊕ n, 〈·, ·〉s), with a Abelian, whose corresponding solvmanifold
(S, g˜) is Einstein.
The simply connected Lie group corresponding to the Lie algebra s = hNR⊕ R
is an example of a Damek-Ricci space. These are known to be Einstein manifolds,
and their Lie algebras are metric solvable extensions as in the theorem; see [2] for
details. Therefore, there is a left-invariant metric g such that (HNR, g) is a Ricci
nilsoliton.
As mentioned in the introduction, this metric is unique up to scaling and isom-
etry. We will describe it explicitly.
3.4. Asymptotics of general solutions. Now we consider the behavior of arbi-
trary diagonal solutions of Ricci flow. From this we will obtain the nilsoliton using
the blowdown method.
Assume that g1, . . . , g2n, gN solve the Ricci flow. As diagonal components of a
metric, they are positive functions of t. We can use (4), (5), and (6) to see that
d
dt
gi
gi+n
=
d
dt
gi+n
gi
= 0,
d
dt
g1 · · · gngN = d
dt
g1+n . . . g2ngN = 0.
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This means these quantities are conserved (i.e., constant), so we set
Ai =
gi
gi+n
=
gi(0)
gi+n(0)
,
Bi+n =
gi+n
gi
=
gi+n(0)
gi(0)
,
C1 = g1 · · · gngN = g1(0) · · · gn(0)gN (0),
C2 = g1+n . . . g2ngN = g1+n(0) . . . g2n(0)gN(0),
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Note that AiBi+n = 1, and that
(7)
C1
A1 · · ·An = C2,
C2
B1+n · · ·B2n = C1.
We rewrite the Ricci flow equation for gi:
(8)
d
dt
gi =
gN
gi+n
gi
gi
= Ai
gN
gi
,
and similarly
(9)
d
dt
g2i = 2gi
gN
gi+n
= 2AigN ,
which can be solved by integrating.
Note that (4) implies that gi is an increasing function, so Σ is positive and
decreasing by (3). Then equation (6) implies that gN is a decreasing function, and
since it is positive we have
d
dt
gN = −g2NΣ ≥ −Σ(0)g2N ,
and this implies
(10) gN (t) ≥ 1
gN(0)−1 +Σ(0)t
.
If we set GN (t) =
∫ t
1
gN (r) dr, then this is a positive, increasing function. By
(10), we see that
lim
t→∞
GN (t) = lim
t→∞
∫ t
1
gN (r) dr ≥ lim
t→∞
∫ t
1
dr
gN (0)−1 +Σ(0)r
=∞,
so GN (t)→∞ as t→∞. Using (9) we have
gi(t)
2 = gi(0)
2 + 2AiGN (t).
If 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, we use this to obtain
lim
t→∞
g2i
g2j
= lim
t→∞
gi(0)
2 + 2AiGN (t)
gi(0)2 + 2AjGN (t)
=
Ai
Aj
.
This implies that
(11) gi ∼
√
Ai
Aj
gj, gi+n ∼
√
Bi+n
Bj+n
gj+n.
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Since C1 is conserved, for each fixed 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have
gN =
C1
g1 · · · gn
∼ 1√
A1
Ai
gi · · ·
√
Ai
Ai
gi · · ·
√
An
Ai
gi
=
√
Ani
A1 · · ·An g
−n
i
=
√
Ani C1C2g
−n
i ,(12)
by (11). With reference to (8), this gives
Ai
gN
gi
∼
√
An+2i C1C2g
−(n+1)
i .
We would like to see that the solution g˜i to the equation
(13)
d
dt
g˜i =
√
An+2i C1C2g˜
−(n+1)
i
is asymptotically equivalent to gi. For this we need a basic lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that u(t) is a solution to the ordinary differential equation
d
dt
u = c, u(0) = u0,
where c > 0, and that v(t) is a solution to the asymptotic equation
d
dt
v = c(1 + ǫ(t)), v(0) = v0,
where ǫ(t)→ 0 as t→∞. Then u/v→ 1 as t→∞. That is, u ∼ v.
Proof. We can solve both equations by integrating:
u(t) = u0 + c
∫ t
0
ds = t
(u0
t
+ c
)
,
v(t) = v0 + c
∫ t
0
(1 + ǫ(s)) ds = t
(
u0
t
+ c+
c
t
∫ t
0
ǫ(s) ds
)
.
To analyze the ratio u/v, we must know the behavior of the integral term in v.
Note that, as a positive increasing function,∫ t
0
|ǫ(s)| ds −→ L ∈ (0,∞]
as t→∞. If L <∞, then∣∣∣∣ limt→∞ ct
∫ t
0
ǫ(s) ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ c limt→∞ 1t
∫ t
0
|ǫ(s)| ds ≤ cL lim
t→∞
1
t
= 0.
On the other hand, if L =∞, then∣∣∣∣ limt→∞ ct
∫ t
0
ǫ(s) ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ c limt→∞ 1t
∫ t
0
|ǫ(s)| ds LH= c lim
t→∞
|ǫ(t)|
1
= 0.
This means
lim
t→∞
u
v
= lim
t→∞
u0
t + c
u0
t + c+
c
t
∫ t
0 ǫ(s) ds
= 1,
by the squeeze theorem. 
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Note that equation (13) is equivalent to
d
dt
g˜n+2i = (n+ 2)
√
An+2i C1C2,
and equation (8) is equivalent to
d
dt
gn+2i = (n+ 2)Aig
n
i gN .
By (12), the right sides of these equations are asymptotically equivalent. Now,
taking u = g˜n+2i and v = g
n+2
i in the Lemma, we see that gi ∼ g˜i.
Equation (13) has an explicit solution:
g˜i =
(
(n+ 2)
√
An+2i C1C2
)1/n+2
t1/n+2
= (n+ 2)1/n+2
√
Ai(C1C2)
1/2(n+2)t1/n+2.(14)
We can plug this into (12) to obtain
gN =
C1
g1 · · · gn
∼ C1
(n+ 2)n/n+2
√
A1 · · ·An(C1C2)n/2(n+2)
t−n/n+2
= (n+ 2)−n/n+2(C1C2)
1/n+2t−n/n+2,(15)
which we call g˜N . Note that this is independent of i.
We can repeat these calculations starting with gN = C2/gn+1 · · · g2n to obtain
g˜i+n = (n+ 2)
1/n+2
√
Bi+n(C1C2)
1/2(n+2)t1/n+2.
If we plug this back into gN = C2/g1+n · · · g2n, then we get the same result for gN
that we found in equation (15). Putting everything together, we have the following
result.
Theorem (1.1(a)). If g0 is a diagonal left-invariant metric on HNR, then the
solution g(t) of Ricci flow, with g(0) = g0, has the following asymptotic behavior:
gi ∼ (n+ 2)1/n+2
√
AiC
1/2(n+2)t1/n+2,
gi+n ∼ (n+ 2)1/n+2
√
Bi+nC
1/2(n+2)t1/n+2,
gN ∼ (n+ 2)−n/n+2C1/n+2t−n/n+2,
where
Ai =
gi(0)
gi+n(0)
, Bi+n =
gi+n(0)
gi(0)
, C = g1(0) · · · g2n(0)gN (0)2.
Remark. These asymptotics coincide with the case n = 1 from Example 2.1.
3.5. The nilsoliton. Writing g(t) for the asymptotic solution of Theorem 1.1(a),
we now use the blowdown procedure of Section 2 to obtain the soliton metric. The
components of gs(t) are
(gs(t))i = (n+ 2)
1/n+2A
1/2
i C
1/2(n+2)s−(n+1)/n+2t1/n+2,
(gs(t))i+n = (n+ 2)
1/n+2B
1/2
i+nC
1/2(n+2)s−(n+1)/n+2t1/n+2,
(gs(t))N = (n+ 2)
−n/n+2C1/n+2t−n/n+2.
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Using the coordinates and coframe from Subsection 3.1, we seek diffeomorphisms
φs such that φ
∗
sgs(t) is a metric for all s, and
lim
s→∞
φ∗sgs(t)
exists. Suppose that φs is of the form
φs(x
1, . . . , xN ) =
(
α1(s)x1, . . . , αN (s)xN
)
for some functions αi(s). Then we have φ∗sθ
i = αi(s) θi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n. When
1 ≤ i ≤ n, setting
αi(s) = (n+ 2)−1/2(n+2)A
−1/4
i C
−1/4(n+2)s(n+1)/2(n+2)
gives, for fixed i,
φ∗s
(
(gs(t))i θ
i ⊗ θi) = αi(s)2(gs(t))i θi ⊗ θi = t1/n+2 θi ⊗ θi.
Next, note that
αi(s)αi+n(s) = (n+ 2)−1/n+2C−1/2(n+2)sn+1/n+2,
and this does not depend on i. Therefore, if we set αN (s) = αi(s)αi+n(s), then we
have
φ∗sθ
N = αi(s)αi+n(s) dxN −
n∑
i=1
αi(s)αi+n(s)xi dxi+n
= αN (s) θN ,
and so
φ∗s
(
(gs(t))N θ
N ⊗ θN) = 1
n+ 2
t−n/n+2 θN ⊗ θN .
We have a limit metric
g∞(t) = φ
∗
sgs(t) = t
1/n+2
(
θ1 ⊗ θ1 + · · ·+ θ2n ⊗ θ2n
)
+
1
n+ 2
t−n/n+2 θN ⊗ θN ,
and to verify that it is a soliton, we seek diffeomorphisms {ηt} such that g∞(t)
satisfies
g∞(t) = tη
∗
t g∞(1).
For some numbers a and b, suppose that the diffeomorphisms are of the form
ηt(x
1, . . . , x2n, xN ) = (tax1, . . . , tax2n, tbxN ).
Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n, we have η∗t θi = taθi and, if b = 2a, η∗t θN = tbθN . This means
tη∗t g(1) = t
2a+1
(
θ1 ⊗ θ1 + · · ·+ θ2n ⊗ θ2n
)
+
1
n+ 2
t2b+1 θN ⊗ θN .
For this to equal g(t), we must have
1
n+ 2
= 2a+ 1, − n
n+ 2
= 2b+ 1,
which implies
a = −1
2
n+ 1
n+ 2
, b = 2a = −n+ 1
n+ 2
.
Thus, g(t) is an expanding Ricci soliton with respect to the diffeomorphisms
ηt(x
1, . . . , x2n, xN ) = (t−
1
2
n+1
n+2x1, . . . , t−
1
2
n+1
n+2x2n, t−
n+1
n+2xN ).
To summarize, we have another result.
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Theorem (1.1 (b)). Let HNR have coordinates (x
i) as in (2) and coframe as in
Lemma 3.1. Let g(t) be any solution to Ricci flow on HNR with diagonal initial
data. For the diffeomorphisms {φs} defined as above, we have
lim
s→∞
1
s
φ∗sg(st) = t
1/n+2
(
θ1 ⊗ θ1 + · · ·+ θ2n ⊗ θ2n
)
+
1
n+ 2
t−n/n+2 θN ⊗ θN
= g∞(t).
The metric g∞(1) is a nilsoliton with respect to the diffeomorphisms
ηt(x
1, . . . , x2n, xN ) = (t−
1
2
n+1
n+2x1, . . . , t−
1
2
n+1
n+2x2n, t−
n+1
n+2xN ).
The behavior here is analagous to the “pancake” effect mentioned in Example 2.1.
The first 2n directions become more and more spread out, while the last direction
collapses. More precisely, there is Gromov-Hausdorff convergence to (R2n, gcan).
Remark. The diffeomorphisms φs and ηt here, and those in Example 2.1, are actu-
ally group automorphisms. Compare with [11], Remark 3.1 and Section 4.
Remark. Looking at the three-dimensional nilsoliton, one can extrapolate with the
following ansatz:
gi = gi+n = t
a, gN = ct
b,
for some numbers a, b and c. Using the Ricci flow equations, it is easy to obtain
a =
1
n+ 2
, b =
−n
n+ 2
, c =
1
n+ 2
.
Thus,
gi(t) = gi+n(t) = t
1/n+2, gN(t) =
1
n+ 2
t−n/n+2,
which is the nilsoliton g∞ above. This does not provide any information about
behavior of general solutions, however.
3.6. The groupoid interpretation. In [11] and [12], Lott initiated the use of
Riemannian groupoids in understanding the notion of convergence under Ricci flow.
One motivating issue is that, as in the case of Nil3, the limit of a Ricci flow solution
(M, g(t)) as t → ∞ may not be an object of the same dimension (i.e., it may
collapse). This means some data has been lost in the process of taking the limit.
The groupoid formalism provides a way to keep track of all such data (e.g., the
limiting object has the same dimension as M), and to provide a picture of the
limiting behavior that is similar to, but more convenient than, the usual Gromov-
Hausdorff notion of convergence. One may consult [11] and [5] for background on
Riemannian groupoids, or the books [13], [14] for a more general introduction to
groupoids.
Our analysis here follows the examples found in [5], which give concrete pictures
of collapse. Here is the basic idea, tailored to our present context. In order to
understand the collapse under Ricci flow of certain compact, locally homogenous
manifolds arising as quotients ofHNR, we replace such a manifold (M = HNR/Γ, g)
by its representation as a Riemannian “action” groupoid, (HNR⋊Γ, g˜). Also called
a “cross-product” groupoid, this is an object whose orbit space is M . Here,
π : (HNR, g˜) −→ (M, g)
is the universal cover with induced metric, and Γ ⊂ HNR is a discrete, cocompact
subgroup that can be interpreted in several ways. It is the fundamental group
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π1(M,m0), the group of deck transformation of the cover, or a group of isometries
acting transitively on (HNR, g˜). In any case, it acts by left translation on HNR.
If g(t) is a Ricci flow solution on M , then we are considering a solution g˜(t) on
HNR. By the prevous section, the blowdown technique provides a sequence φsg˜s(t)
of metrics converging to a metric g˜∞(t), where g˜∞(1) is a soliton. To understand
the limiting behavior as s→∞, we now consider
(HNR ⋊ Γs, φsg˜s(t)).
Note that the subgroup Γs acting on HNR depends on s, since the metric is chang-
ing. If, in the limit, this sequence of discrete subgroups converges to a continuous
subgroup, then there is collapse. Therefore, we must understand how these sub-
groups evolve.
Recall that the blowdown metrics g˜s(t) are obtained using diffeomorphisms
φs(x
1, . . . , xN ) = (α1(s)x1, . . . , αN (s)xN ).
(The explicit forms of the α’s are not imporant here.) Then the limit is
g˜∞(t) = φ
∗
sgs(t) = t
1/n+2
(
θ1 ⊗ θ1 + · · ·+ θ2n ⊗ θ2n
)
+
1
n+ 2
t−n/n+2θN ⊗ θN .
Without loss of generality, after change of coordinates we can take Γs to be an
integer lattice. Therefore, write elements of Γs as
hz(s) = hz1(s),...,zN (s) =
(
z1(s), . . . , zN(s)
)
,
with zi(s) ∈ Z. These isometries act on (HNR, g˜s(t)) by left translation and, as
deck transformations, they pull back by conjugation. Therefore,
φ∗xhz(x
1, . . . , x2n, xN )
= φ−1x hzφs(x
1, . . . , x2n, xN )
=
(
x1 +
z1(s)
α1(s)
, . . . , x2n +
z2n(s)
α2n(s)
, xN +
zN(s)
αN (s)
+
z1(s)
α1(s)
xn+1 + · · ·+ z
n(s)
αn(s)
x2n
)
,
using the component-wise form of the group multiplication.
It is a basic fact that, given any strictly increasing sequence {σj} with σj →∞
as j → ∞, and any u ∈ R, there is some sequence of integers {τj} such that
τj/σj → u. Indeed, take τj = ⌊σju⌋.
Therfore, consider any strictly increasing sequence {sj} with sj →∞ as j →∞.
The sequences {αI(sj)} are also strictly increasing. Then given any real numbers
u1, . . . , uN , we may choose zi(sj) ∈ Γsj such that
lim
j→∞
zi(sj)
αi(sj)
= ui, lim
j→∞
zi+n(sj)
αi+n(sj)
= ui+n, lim
j→∞
zN(sj)
αN (sj)
= uN .
This means that as j →∞, the isometries φ∗sjhz converge to isometries hu of g˜∞(t)
that act on HNR as follows:
hu(x
1, . . . , x2n, xN ) = (x1 + u1, . . . , x2n + u2n, xN + uN + u1xn+1 + · · ·+ unx2n).
The ui were arbitary real numbers, so every element of HNR is attained this way.
This means Γsj converges to a continuous group: the entire group HNR.
We conclude that
lim
j→∞
(HN ⋊ Γsj , φ
∗
sj g˜sj (t)) = (HNR⋊HNR, g˜∞(t))
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as Riemannian groupoids. There is maximal collapsing, as the orbit space of the
groupoid HNR ⋊ HNR is a point. This is the same behavior seen in the three-
dimensional case.
Remark. Note that this is a different description than the “pancake” model de-
scribed earlier, which occurs as t → ∞. The model here illustrates collapse as the
metrics converge to the actual soliton metric.
4. Nilsolitons on spaces of unitriangular matrices
4.1. Unitriangular matrices. Let UTnR ⊂ SLnR denote the collection of real,
unitriangular n×n matrices under matrix multiplication. These are matrices with 1
on the diagonal and 0 below. This is a Lie group of dimensionN =
(
n
2
)
= n(n−1)/2,
and UTnR ∼= RN . These groups are nilpotent, and are in some sense “model”
nilpotent Lie groups. Indeed, it is a consequence of Engel’s theorem that every
simply connected nilpotent Lie group is a subgroup of UTnR for some n.
The Lie algebra utnR of UTnR consists of upper-triangular matrices with 0 on
the diagonal. It has a basis
Bn = {Bij}1≤i<j≤n,
where Bij is the n× n matrix such that that
(Bij)pq = δipδjq .
In other words, Bij is the matrix with 1 in the (i, j) component, and zero elsewhere.
This Lie algebra inherits the Lie bracket from glnR. To describe the bracket,
note that if i < j and k < l, then
(BijBkl)pq =
∑
r
(Bij)pr(Bkl)rq =
∑
r
δipδjrδkrδlq = δipδlqδjk = δjk(Bil)pq,
which implies
[Bij , Bkl] = δjkBil − δilBkj ,
and so the structure constants are
(16) cpqij,kl = δipδlqδjk − δkpδjqδil.
Any diffeomorphism UTnR ∼= RN gives us coordinates, so let us take
(17)


1 x12 x13 · · · x1,n−1 x1n
0 1 x23 · · · x2,n−1 x2n
0 0 1 · · · x3,n−1 x3n
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 · · · 1 xn−1,n
0 0 0 · · · 0 1


7−→ (x12, x13, . . . , xn−1,n).
With respect to these coordinates, we can find a left-invariant frame with the same
bracket relations as those above, and then find its coframe. If a = (aij) and b = (bij)
are elements of UTnR, the multiplication rule is
xij(a · b) = xij(a) + xij(b) +
∑
i<k<j
xik(a)xkj(b).
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Lemma 4.1. With respect to the coordinates from (17), the space UTnR has the
following left-invariant frame {Fij} and dual coframe {θij}:
Fi = ∂ij +
∑
k<i
xki∂kj ,
θij = dxij −
∑
i<p<j
(2xip −Θijp ) dxpj ,
where
Θijp =
p∑
k=0
∑
i<r1<···<rk<p
xir1xr1r2 · · ·xrkp,
and the inner sum ranges over all ordered subsets of {i+ 1, i+ 2 . . . , p− 1} of size
k. The frame {Fij} satisfies the same bracket relations as the basis {Bij} above.
4.2. Computing the Ricci tensor. Our goal is to analyze solutions of Ricci flow
on UTnR. By Lemma 4.1, such metrics g(t) can be written as
g(t) = gij,kl(t) θ
ij ⊗ θkl.
Once again, our analysis requires us to understand the Ricci tensor, and equation
(21) still applies. In terms of UTnR, where double indices are needed, we can
rewrite it as
4Rij,kl =
(18)
[
2ctupq,ijc
vw
kl,rs + c
tu
pq,klc
vw
ij,rs − ctupq,rscvwij,kl
]
gpq,rsgtu,vw︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈1〉
+
[
ctukl,rsc
vw
tu,ijgvw,pq − ctukl,rscvwtu,pqgvw,ij + ctupq,ijcvwtu,rsgvw,kl − ctupq,ijcvwtu,klgvw,rs
]
gpq,rs︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈2〉
+
[
(atupq,kl + a
tu
kl,pq)(a
vw
ij,rs + a
vw
rs,ij)− (atupq,rs + aturs,pq)(avwij,kl + avwkl,ij)
]
gpq,rsgtu,vw︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈3〉
,
where 1 ≤ p < q ≤ n, 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n, 1 ≤ t < u ≤ n, 1 ≤ v < w ≤ n.
With the help of a computer algebra system, we can substitute (16) and a double-
indexed version of (22) into this rather unwieldy formula to obtain the following
enormous expressions.
4Rij,kl〈1〉 =
∑
1≤p<q≤n
1≤r<s≤n
1≤t<u≤n
1≤v<w≤n


−gtu,vwgpq,rsδilδjwδkvδpsδquδrt
+gtu,vwgpq,rsδivδjkδlwδpsδquδrt
−gtu,vwgpq,rsδisδjwδkqδluδptδrv
−2gtu,vwgpq,rsδiqδjuδksδlwδptδrv
+gtu,vwgpq,rsδisδjwδktδlpδquδrv
+2gtu,vwgpq,rsδitδjpδksδlwδquδrv
+gtu,vwgpq,rsδilδjwδkvδptδqrδsu
−gtu,vwgpq,rsδivδjkδlwδptδqrδsu
+2gtu,vwgpq,rsδiqδjuδkvδlrδptδsw
+gtu,vwgpq,rsδivδjrδkqδluδptδsw
−gtu,vwgpq,rsδivδjrδktδlpδquδsw
−2gtu,vwgpq,rsδitδjpδkvδlrδquδsw
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4Rij,kl〈2〉 =
∑
1≤p<q≤n
1≤r<s≤n
1≤t<u≤n
1≤v<w≤n


−gvw,rsgpq,rsδiqδjuδkuδlwδptδtv
+gvw,rsgpq,rsδitδjpδkuδlwδquδtv
−gvw,pqgpq,rsδiuδjwδksδluδrtδtv
+gvw,ijg
pq,rsδksδluδpuδqwδrtδtv
+gvw,pqgpq,rsδiuδjwδktδlrδsuδtv
−gvw,ijg
pq,rsδktδlrδpuδqwδsuδtv
+gvw,klg
pq,rsδiqδjuδptδruδswδtv
−gvw,klg
pq,rsδitδjpδquδruδswδtv
+gvw,rsgpq,rsδiqδjuδkvδltδptδuw
−gvw,rsgpq,rsδitδjpδkvδltδquδuw
+gvw,pqgpq,rsδivδjtδksδluδrtδuw
−gvw,ijgpq,rsδksδluδpvδqtδrtδuw
−gvw,klg
pq,rsδiqδjuδptδrvδstδuw
+gvw,klg
pq,rsδitδjpδquδrvδstδuw
−gvw,pqgpq,rsδivδjtδktδlrδsuδuw
+gvw,ijgpq,rsδktδlrδpvδqtδsuδuw
4Rij,kl〈3〉 =
∑
1≤a<b≤n
1≤c<d≤n
1≤p<q≤n
1≤r<s≤n
1≤t<u≤n
1≤v<w≤n


−gmn,abgpq,ef grs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδblδcjδdf δeiδkw
−gij,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδblδcqδdf δepδkw
+gmn,abgpq,ef grs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδblδceδdiδfjδkw
+gij,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδblδceδdpδfqδkw
+gmn,abgpq,ef grs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδakδbwδcjδdf δeiδlv
+gij,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδakδbwδcqδdf δepδlv
−gmn,abgpq,ef grs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδakδbwδceδdiδfjδlv
−gij,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδakδbwδceδdpδfqδlv
+gkl,efgpq,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbnδcjδdf δeiδmw
−gkl,abgpq,ef grs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbnδcjδdf δeiδmw
+gij,efgpq,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbnδclδdf δekδmw
−gij,efgkl,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbnδcqδdf δepδmw
−gkl,efgpq,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbnδceδdiδfjδmw
+gkl,abgpq,ef grs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbnδceδdiδfjδmw
−gij,efgpq,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbnδceδdkδflδmw
+gij,efgkl,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbnδceδdpδfqδmw
−gkl,efgpq,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδamδbwδcjδdf δeiδnv
+gkl,abgpq,ef grs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδamδbwδcjδdf δeiδnv
−gij,efgpq,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδamδbwδclδdf δekδnv
+gij,efgkl,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδamδbwδcqδdf δepδnv
+gkl,efgpq,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδamδbwδceδdiδfjδnv
−gkl,abgpq,ef grs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδamδbwδceδdiδfjδnv
+gij,efgpq,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδamδbwδceδdkδflδnv
−gij,efgkl,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδamδbwδceδdpδfqδnv
+gkl,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbqδcjδdf δeiδpw
+gij,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbqδclδdf δekδpw
−gkl,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbqδceδdiδfjδpw
−gij,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδavδbqδceδdkδflδpw
−gkl,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδapδbwδcjδdf δeiδqv
−gij,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδapδbwδclδdf δekδqv
+gkl,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδapδbwδceδdiδfjδqv
+gij,efgmn,abgrs,tug
mn,pqgrs,vwgtu,cdδapδbwδceδdkδflδqv
Let us describe how obtain something usable from this. First, the expressions
simplify somewhat, due to the presence of myriad Kronecker deltas. For example,∑
1≤p<q≤n
1≤r<s≤n
1≤t<u≤n
1≤v<w≤n
gtu,vwg
pq,rsδilδjwδkvδpsδquδrt = δil
∑
1≤p<q≤n
1≤r<p≤n
grq,kjg
pq,rp.
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Even after simplifying each term in this way, the result is still hopelessly compli-
cated. So, in order to analyze it effectively we must assume that the inital metric
g is diagonal, and then show that the Ricci tensor stays diagonal. Then the above
expressions can be simplified once again by dropping any terms that vanish due to
off-diagonal metric factors. For example,
δil
∑
1≤p<q≤n
1≤r<p≤n
grq,kjg
pq,rp = δilgkj,kjg
kj,kk.
Again, we do this for each term, and we must show that the off-diagonal terms of
the Ricci tensor vanish. The indices for such terms satisfy i 6= k or j 6= l. There
are several index cases that force terms to vanish:
(1) impossible indexing situations, e.g. gii,kl;
(2) both i = k and j = l appear in a factor, or both i = l and j = k appear in
a factor;
(3) all four indices appear in one metric/metric inverse component.
Using this list, one can then see by inspection that Rij,kl〈1〉, Rij,kl〈2〉, and Rij,kl〈3〉
vanish, so the natural basis for utnR (or the frame for UTnR from Lemma 4.1) is
stably Ricci-diagonal. As before, this means g stays diagonal under the flow. To
see what these diagonal terms are, just replace k with i and l with j. Most of the
resulting terms contain factors that obviously vanish, according to the list above,
and others can be combined. Once this is done, we drop back to two indices. That
is, write gij and Rij to mean gij,ij and Rij,ij , respectively. This yields
4Rij = −2
∑
1≤p<i
gpj
gpi
+ 2g2ij
∑
i<q<j
1
giqgqj
− 2
∑
j<r≤n
gir
gjr
.
4.3. Ricci flow and the nilsoliton. With this part of the calculation complete,
we see that the Ricci flow on UTnR is the system
(19)
d
dt
gij =
∑
1≤p<i
gpj
gpi
− g2ij
∑
i<q<j
1
giqgqj
+
∑
j<r≤n
gir
gjr
,
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
Example 4.2. When n = 3, UT3R is the familiar Heisenberg group, Nil
3. The
Ricci flow is then the system:
d
dt
g12 =
g13
g23
,
d
dt
g13 = − g
2
13
g12g23
,
d
dt
g23 =
g13
g12
.
If we set A = g12, B = g23, and C = g13, then this becomes
d
dt
A =
C
B
,
d
dt
B =
C
A
,
d
dt
C = − C
2
AB
,
which agrees with the equations from Example 2.1. (Those equations were ordered
differently to agree with the pattern in Section 3.)
The goal is now to construct a nilsoliton on each space UTnR. These exist
by Lauret’s theorem, 3.2 above. The Iwasawa decomposition of the general linear
group is GLnR = KAN , where K = OnR, A is the abelian subgroup of diagonal
matrices, and N = UTnR. The quotient G/K is an irreducible symmetric space of
non-compact type, and such spaces are all Einstein. But G/K ∼= AN , whose Lie
algebra is a metric solvable extension of utnR. Thus, Lauret’s theorem applies.
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Now, due to the complexity of the system (19), we are unable to determine the
asymptotics of an arbitrary diagonal solution. Thus, we cannot use the blowdown
method of Section 2. Instead, we must make a suitable ansatz.
If we picture a diagonal metric as an upper triangular matrix with zeros on the
diagonal (which is natural, given the indices), and extrapolate from low-dimensional
cases, we might suspect that metric components along diagonals of the matrix have
“the same” behavior, and that this behavior (with respect to time) changes in fixed
increments from diagonal to diagonal. The components gij along any diagonal have
the property that the quantity j − i is constant. This means there should be n− 1
“different” types of behavior.
We make the ansatz that the components of the solution corresponding to the
soliton are of the form
gij(t) = aj−it
1−2(j−i)/n,
for some constants aj−i to be determined shortly. Then the right side of (19)
becomes
∑
1≤p<i
gpj
gpi
−
∑
i<q<j
g2ij
giqgqj
+
∑
j<r≤n
gir
gjr
=
∑
1≤p<i
aj−pt
1−2(j−p)/n
ai−pt1−2(i−p)/n
−
∑
i<q<j
a2j−it
2−4(j−i)/n
aq−it1−2(q−i)/naj−qt1−2(j−q)/n
+
∑
j<r≤n
ar−it
1−2(r−i)/n
ar−jt1−2(r−j)/n
=
∑
1≤p<i
aj−p
ai−p
t−2(i−p)/n −
∑
i<q<j
a2j−i
aq−iaj−q
t−2(j−q)/n +
∑
j<r≤n
ar−i
ar−j
t−2(r−j)/n
= t−2(i−p)/2

 ∑
1≤p<i
aj−p
ai−p
−
∑
i<q<j
a2j−i
aq−iaj−q
+
∑
j<r≤n
ar−i
ar−j

 .
The left side is
d
dt
aj−it
1−2(j−i)/2 = aj−i
(
1− 2(j − i)
n
)
t−2(j−i)/2.
The powers of t cancel, and so we must find aj−i such that
aj−i
(
1− 2(j − i)
n
)
=
∑
1≤p<i
aj−p
ai−p
−
∑
i<q<j
a2j−i
aq−iaj−q
+
∑
j<r≤n
ar−i
ar−j
.
For some A > 0, set
aj−i =
Aj−i
nj−i−1
.
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Then the right side becomes
∑
1≤p<i
aj−p
ai−p
−
∑
i<q<j
a2j−i
aq−iaj−q
+
∑
j<r≤n
ar−i
ar−j
=
∑
1≤p<i
Aj−p
nj−p−1
ni−p−1
Ai−p
−
∑
i<q<j
A2j−2i
n2j−2i−2
Aq−iAj−q
nq−i−1nj−q−1
+
∑
j<r≤n
Ar−i
nr−i−1
nr−j−1
Ar−j
=
∑
1≤p<i
Aj−i
nj−i
−
∑
i<q<j
Aj−i
nj−i
+
∑
j<r≤n
Aj−i
nj−i
=
(
A
n
)j−i ∑
1≤p<i
1−
∑
i<q<j
1 +
∑
j<r≤n
1


=
(
A
n
)j−i (
n− 2(j − i)).
The left side is
aj−i
(
1− 2(j − i)
n
)
=
Aj−i
nj−i−1
(
1− 2(j − i)
n
)
=
(
A
n
)j−i
(n− 2(j − i)) ,
as desired.
This means
g(t) =
Aj−i
nj−i−1
t1−2(j−i)/n θij ⊗ θij
is a Ricci flow solution on UTnR. To see that g(1) is a soliton, we need to find
diffeomorphisms ηt of UTnR such that
g(t) = tη∗t g(1)
is also a Ricci flow solution. In something of a deus ex machina, we claim that
these diffeomorphisms are of the form
(ηt(x))
ij = t−(j−i)/nxij ,
for x ∈ UTnR. Considering the coframe from Lemma 4.1, we see that
η∗tΘ
ij
p =
p∑
k=0
∑
i<r1<···<rk<p
(xir1 ◦ ηt)(xr1r2 ◦ ηt) · · · (xrkp ◦ ηt)
=
p∑
k=0
∑
i<r1<···<rk<p
t−(r1−i)/nxir1t−(r2−r1)/nxr1r2 · · · t−(p−rk)/nxrkp
=
p∑
k=0
∑
i<r1<···<rk<p
t−(p−rk+···−r1+r1−i)/nxir1xr1r2 · · ·xrkp
= t−(p−i)/nΘijp ,
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and so
η∗t θ
ij = d(xij ◦ ηt)−
∑
i<p<j
(
2(xip ◦ ηt)− (Θijp ◦ ηt)
)
d(xpj ◦ ηt)
= t−(j−i)/ndxij −
∑
i<p<j
(
2t−(p−i)/nxpi − t−(p−i)/nΘijp
)
t−(j−p)/ndxpj
= t−(j−i)/nθij .
Now we have
tη∗t g(1) = tη
∗
t (g(1)) η
∗
t θ
ij ⊗ η∗t θij
=
Aj−i
nj−i−1
t1−2(j−i)/n θij ⊗ θij
= g(t)
as required. Thus, g(t) is an expanding Ricci soliton with respect to the diffeomor-
phisms {ηt} just described.
Set A = 1. To conclude, we have another theorem.
Theorem (1.2). Let UTnR be the Lie group of real n× n unitriangular matrices,
with coordinates as in (17) and coframe {θij} as in Lemma 4.1. Then the family
of metrics g(t) = gij,ij(t) θ
ij ⊗ θij , where
gij,ij(t) =
1
nj−i−1
t1−2(j−i)/n,
is a Ricci flow solution on UTnR. The metric g(1) is a nilsoliton with respect to
the diffeomorphisms ηt, where
(ηt(x))
ij = t−(j−i)/nxij .
Remark. It would appear that we have constructed a family of soliton metrics {gA}
depending on the parameter A, but it is easy to see that there is a Lie algebra
automorphism3 ΦA, such that g1(t) = ΦA · gA(1), which means they are equivalent
as required by Theorem 3.5 in [9].
Appendix A. Curvature of Lie groups
In this section, we recall some general facts about the geometry of Lie groups
with left-invariant metrics, and derive the formula for the Ricci tensor that was
used above.
Let 〈·, ·〉 be a left-invariant metric on a Lie group G, which is equivalent to
an inner product on the Lie algebra g = Lie(G). Let ∇ denote the Levi-Civita
connection for the metric, and Let X,Y, Z,W ∈ g. Recall that adX = [X, ·], and
its adjoint with respect to 〈·, ·〉 is defined by
〈(adX)∗Y, Z〉 = 〈Y, adX Z〉.
Remark. Formulas like those in the following propositions appear throughout the
literature (e.g., [3] and [4]). Most of these, however, are derived with the goal
of expressing the various related curvatures with respect to a fixed orthonormal
basis. As we are working with evolving metrics, with no initial assumptions on
orthonormality, it is more convenient to have curvature formulas that do not depend
on an orthonormal basis.
3An automorphism Φ acts on a left-invariant metric g by Φ · g = g(Φ−1·,Φ−1·).
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Proposition A.1. We have the following formulas for ∇ and the Riemannian
curvature tensor:
(a) ∇XY = 1
2
(
adX Y − (adX)∗Y − (adY )∗X
)
,
(b) 〈R(X,Y )Z,W 〉 = 〈∇XZ,∇YW 〉 − 〈∇Y Z,∇XW 〉 − 〈∇[X,Y ]Z,W 〉.
This result is standard, so we omit the proof. Now, the maps (X,Y ) 7→ adX Y
and (X,Y ) 7→ (adX)∗Y are bilinear maps g× g→ g. Define
U : g× g −→ g
(X,Y ) 7−→ −1
2
(
(adX)
∗Y + (adY )
∗X
)
This is symmetric, bilinear, and U(X,X) = −(adX)∗X . It is useful in computing
the Riemannian curvature tensor, as we shall see.
Proposition A.2. The Riemannian curvature (4, 0)-tensor on G is given by
4〈R(X,Y )Z,W 〉
= 2〈[X,Y ], [Z,W ]〉+ 〈[X,Z], [Y,W ]〉 − 〈[X,W ], [Y, Z]〉
− 〈[[X,Y ], Z],W 〉+ 〈[[X,Y ],W ], Z〉 − 〈[[Z,W ], X ], Y 〉+ 〈[[Z,W ], Y ], X〉
+ 4〈U(X,Z), U(Y,W )〉 − 4〈U(X,W ), U(Y, Z)〉.
As a special case,
〈R(X,Y )Y,X〉 = 1
4
‖(adX)∗Y + (adY )∗X‖2 − 〈(adX)∗X, (adY )∗Y 〉
− 3
4
‖[X,Y ]‖2 − 1
2
〈[[X,Y ], Y ], X〉 − 1
2
〈[[Y,X ], X ], Y 〉 ,
which is the sectional curvature K(X ∧ Y ) if X and Y are orthonormal.
The derivation of the first formula is straight-forward, relying mainly on Propo-
sition A.1 and various Lie bracket manipulations. The second formula follows im-
mediately from the first.
Let {ei} be a basis for g. Then we write
adei ej = c
k
ijek, (adei)
∗ej = a
k
ijek, 〈ei, ej〉 = gij .
We can use this to write the above formulas in terms of components.
Corollary A.3. (a) If ∇eiej = γkij, then
γkij =
1
2
gkl
(
cmij glm − cmil gjm − cmjl gim
)
;
(b) The components of the Riemann curvature (4, 0)-tensor satisfy
4Rijkl = 2c
p
ijc
q
klgpq + c
p
ikc
q
jlgpq − cpilcqjkgpq
− cpijcqpkgql + cpijcqplgqk − cpklcqpigqj + cpklcqpjgqi
+ (apik + a
p
ki)(a
q
jl + a
q
lj)gpq − (apil + apli)(aqjk + aqkj)gpq.(20)
(c) The components of the Ricci curvature (2, 0)-tensor satisfy
4Rij =
(
2cpkic
q
jmgpq + c
p
kjc
q
imgpq − cpkmcqijgpq
− cpkicqpjgqm + cpkicqpmgqj − cpjmcqpkgqi + cpjmcqpigqk
+ (apkj + a
p
jk)(a
q
im + a
q
mi)gpq − (apkm + apmk)(aqij + aqji)gpq
)
gkm.(21)
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(d) The sectional curvature K(ei ∧ ej) satisfies
4Kij =
(
3cpijc
q
jigpq − cpijcqpjgqi + cpijcqpigqj − cpjicqpigqj + cpjicqpjgqi
+ (apij + a
p
ji)(a
q
ji + a
q
ij)gpq − (apii + apii)(aqjj + aqjj)gpq
)
/(giigjj − g2ij).
(e) The scalar curvature satisfies
4S =
(
2cpkic
q
jmgpq + c
p
kjc
q
imgpq − cpkmcqijgpq
− cpkicqpjgqm + cpkicqpmgqj − cpjmcqpkgqi + cpjmcqpigqk
+ (apkj + a
p
jk)(a
q
im + a
q
mi)gpq − (apkm + apmk)(aqij + aqji)gpq
)
gijgkm.
We finally note that the “adjoint structure constants” akij can be expressed in
terms of ckij and gij , by using the definition of ad
∗:
(22) akij = c
m
il gjmg
kl.
This formula makes it possible to eliminate the akij from the curvature formulas.
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